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Mainframe Data Centers
and the Lost Art of
Enjoying Your Work

By  R oy  Mu r p hy

I work on an IBM mainframe running z/OS, not the sexiest beast in
the computer pantheon, not well known outside the IT industry and

not appealing to newer IT professionals brought up on the internet, PC
based networks and an ever multiplying raft of new technologies. Even
fellow mainframe colleagues look with longing at the latest job specs
for certified network technicians, windows administrators and support
staff. These seem to be the areas of IT where it is actually a joy to come
in and work. The skills are understandable to the public at large, most
of whom have PCs and networks at home, and the technology is devel-
oping at a rate that puts an element of surprise and challenge into
almost every day. Working in a mainframe data center has lost its
sparkle to all but the few who push the technology forward and the sys-
tems programmers who are closest to the application of that technol-
ogy. Let me try to rectify that.

I want to show that working in a mainframe data center can still be fun
and challenging. Most of us came into the IT industry not because we
knew about the core business areas (financial, scientific, retail etc.), but
because we had some knowledge and interest in computers. For my own
benefit as much as anyone else’s, I want to show that we can all still
enjoy working in the data center, because it still has the things that made
us work there in the first place; challenges, technological progress, and
the toolsets to meet the challenges and exploit the technology.

A PUZZLING PLACE

The mainframe data center is a hive of hardware and software activ-
ity, batch processes running throughout the night and online systems
busy throughout the day. Each morning, the second thing I do, (first is
making a cup of coffee), is check the problems assigned to the depart-
ment I belong to (as a result of overnight batch problems or queries
logged out of normal working hours by developers).

For example, a developer recently logged a question about what
appeared to be a problem arising from running the CICS translator
against a COBOL program.

A truncation of a CICS commarea was happening, which the pro-
grammer tracked down in the output from the CICS translate of the
program (see FIGURE 1). Checking the program source and the CICS
translate options didn’t get us very far; eventually we looked up the
name of the field which seemed to be the source of the error on the
IBM website. Less than half a dozen hits, one of which nailed the prob-
lem to a COMPILE option required (see FIGURE 2). You learn some-
thing new every day in this business (if you work at it!).

This is an example of a small problem that only affected one devel-
oper. At the other end of the scale are problems that have wider
implications and can affect the entire user base of one or more sys-
tems. The third thing I do every morning is to check that the started
tasks, which do the processing for the systems I work on, are up and
running. If the tasks are not running, I have to locate the output from
the last completed task to identify why it was stopped (operator com-
mand or system abend), determine whether the tasks can simply be
restarted or if some action needs to be taken before doing that, and
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*EXEC CICS                                              
*     LINK PROGRAM  (E-PROGRAM-CA)                      
*         COMMAREA (DFHCOMMAREA-WS)                     
*         LENGTH   (LENGTH OF DFHCOMMAREA-WS)           
*         SYSID    (SYSID-W99)                         
*         SYNCONRETURN                                 
*         RESP     (EIBRESP-W99)                       
*END-EXEC.                                              

MOVE '..S...Ø..11316   ' TO DFHEIV0                  
MOVE LENGTH OF DFHCOMMAREA-WS TO DFHB0020            
CALL 'DFHEI1' USING DFHEIV0  E-PROGRAM-CA DFHCOMMAREA
DFHB0020 DFHDUMMY DFHDUMMY DFHDUMMY SYSID-W99        

MOVE EIBRESP TO EIBRESP-W99.                    
DFHB0020 stores the length of the COMMAREA being passed.
DFHB0020 has a COBOL length of S9(4) comp whereas the
value being passed is a S9(8) comp and so a value of
19084 is being truncated to 9084.

FIGURE 1: CICS TRANSLATOR PROBLEM



then monitor after restart to ensure that the problem has been
resolved. If this problem is not resolved promptly, I can guarantee
hundreds of users will be affected. Some systems will affect thou-
sands of people if they are not available and will have dozens of peo-
ple working on problem resolution depending on time constraints and
the complexity of the problem.

Although it’s fun to have a problem to work on that appears to lie
completely within your own sphere of expertise, its also worthwhile to
be involved in a problem that requires the efforts of several different
teams. You get to see the tools and techniques used by other people to
solve problems and you learn about other aspects of the system’s envi-
ronment you are working in. An example of this occurred during 2004
for me when a message written using WTOR from an application
appeared to go astray. The result of this was that an action which should
have been triggered by automation was not, resulting in a delayed
implementation of a program. To trace what had happened to the
WTOR message required the help of a system programmer and a mem-
ber of the automation team (thanks to Mike and Jimmy, they know who
they are!). I learned a little bit more about how the WTOR message and
the automation work together, and what the systems programmers can
do to alleviate certain problems.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

If you thought the mainframe was standing still while technology
was passing it by, think again. Although older technologies are still
supported on the mainframe, newer technologies and trends have
gained a foothold and are finding fertile ground for growth and
exploitation. The latest z/OS platforms provide a Unix environment via
the Unix System Services (USS) component of the operating system. If
you can log on to TSO, then you may be able to explore the Unix envi-
ronment on your system via the OMVS TSO command. More than that,
you can run Unix based programs and processes via the DMBATCH
program. Linux is also finding a home on the mainframe, indicating a
faster take-up and exploitation of what was originally non-mainframe
technology in the mainframe arena.

In the area of data and computer communications, MVS platforms
have been traditionally associated with the SNA set of protocols and
architecture. These have subsequently developed along their own path,
leading for example to APPC/MVS as a communications application.
At the same time, TCP/IP has found a home on the MVS based plat-
forms. If you are interested in data communications and network inter-
connections, the mainframe now has at least as much capability as any
other operating platform, if not more.

GET WITH THE PROGRAM

If you work on any sort of computer system for a living, you
inevitably indulge in some form of programming. You may write
macros for spreadsheet or word processed documents. You may write
ISPF edit macros. You may write CLIST or REXX procedures that in
turn you wrote the JCL to invoke. In some way it is almost inevitable
that you code instructions to be run in a given sequence or according
to certain conditions arising. You program the computer in effect. The
mainframe provides a range of interpreted languages (CLIST and
REXX), and compilers for other languages (like COBOL and PL/1). If
you can create a member of a PDS, you have the capability to create
and run REXX and CLIST procedures to work with text and files that

can be invoked from a command line or in batch. If you have access to
ISPF/PDF you can invoke compilers for source code you have written,
either in foreground or in batch (see FIGURES 3 and 4). These programs
in turn can invoke other programs that you have written, pass control
to programs written to execute in other environments of the system
(e.g. a batch JCL job can invoke a REXX routine to run in an ISPF
environment), or invoke standard operating system utilities using your
own data as input. The opportunities to use and learn text editing (via
ISPF), and create programs (REXX/CLIST/COBOL/PL/1) are end-
less. Once you can get into TSO/ISPF, you have access to the text edit-
ing capabilities of ISPF, the tutorial panels of ISPF, possibly the
Quickref facility, or the IBM Bookmanager application. With these
tools at your disposal, you have the capability to learn programming
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some CICS fields such as DFHB0020 (the field used to pass
the length of an input or output area), are defined by the
CICS translator as PIC S9(4) COMP. The user has no control
over the definition of these feilds. Therefore, if your
CICS code generates a statement similar to: MOVE LENGTH OF
USER-RECORD TO DFHB0020 and the field USER-RECORD is
defined with a length greater than 4 digits, then high-
order truncation will occur unless TRUNC(BIN) is used.

FIGURE 2: COMPILE OPTION

FIGURE 3: SOURCE CODE

FIGURE 4: SOURCE CODE



and create tools and utilities to help you and
your colleagues to do a better job. You
develop and the applications you work on
improve in some way. Sounds like a good deal
to me!

QUESTION TIME

I have spent most of my working life using
mainframe computer systems. While I work, I
often think about the capabilities of the sys-
tem, over and above what I am currently
working on. What can the machine do? What
could I make it do if I knew more, or was bit
cleverer? A phrase I like (which I think is
attributable to Sam Golob from one of his
articles) is “can I make the machine dance?”
Maybe you too have questions. I think it’s a
sign of an interesting and healthy occupation
that you can find yourself asking these sorts
of questions.

My questions range from the simple and
mundane, which many of you experts out
there will know the answer to, to the grand and
complex, which many of you will have con-
sidered over a cup of strong coffee on a
Monday morning.

A simple question to start. When browsing
files, sometimes I would like to be able to run
a macro or ISPF command that can examine
the current contents of the screen being dis-
played, extract data from certain portions of
the screen being displayed and take appropri-
ate action. How would I do that?

Here’s a slightly more complex question, if
a touch frivolous: The nature of interacting
with a mainframe system is to send a screen
of data, press ENTER, and receive a
response. Various screens or panels may be
displayed during this interaction. Would it be
possible to construct an animated graphic
under TSO/ISPF for example, perhaps by
arranging somehow for simulated ENTER
key-presses? If you could display such an
animation, how could a user interact with it,
since we have hijacked the ENTER key?

On par with the last item, but a bit more
serious is an interesting phenomenon on the
desktop where the appearance of screensavers
that kick in when the desktop machine is idle
helps in the solution of some grand problem
(helping to evaluate anti-cancer drugs or
assess the origins of a radio transmission from
space). Is there some way to emulate this
“stealing” of processor cycles while a user is
inactive on TSO or any other subsystem, to
achieve some noteworthy purpose for the
common good?

Here’s a grand and complex question, per-
haps a bit TOO serious!: From a TSO/ISPF
based system, could I create a “communications
center,” exploiting all of the communications
facilities of the host system, to create a sort of
“mainframe web browser” that could talk to
pretty much anything via TCP/IP or SNA (secu-
rity access permitting of course!).

Finally, a grand, complex question, but an
exciting and fun one too! If you read science
journals and books, you will be aware there is
a revolution occurring in the application of
basic science to computing, via the study of
so-called Quantum Computing. Will this revo-
lution filter into the mainframe arena? Is it
already filtering in? Will our job specs soon
have to include a degree in physics, or will the
complexity be hidden from us? How is the
mainframe going to evolve in the wake of such
technological change?

WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK

The next time someone asks you what you
do, and you hesitate to reply, remember this
article. You DO work in an interesting and
cutting edge area of IT, you DO have a wide
scope of opportunity to acquire knowledge,
develop skills. You ARE allowed to enjoy
your work, so make the most of the main-
frame system that you work on, you will ben-
efit both yourself and the company you work
for. If you start whistling while you work
though, I doubt your boss will be convinced
it’s just because you’re having such a great
time doing your job!

NaSPA member Roy P. Murphy works in the main-
frame software configuration team for HBOS
(Halifax Bank of Scotland) plc in Chester in the UK.
He has worked in IT for about 15 years, in various
operations analyst roles, mainframe software config-
uration for the last 7 years, the last 5 using Alchemist
and Endevor tools. Outside work, he enjoys cinema,
theatre, walking, swimming, and trying to keep up
with the pace of change in computing!
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